MEDICATION TRAINING REFRESHER QUIZ
Staff Name:______________________________________Date:________________________
1. List 6 rights of medication administration plus each person’s right to….
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
Right to _____________________

2. Put procedures for administering medications in correct order(1-12)
_____put meds in child’s med cup
_____Log into eMAR
_____get medication bubble packs and/or medication bottles for child in front of you
_____place bubble pack back in correct location
_____wash your hands
_____give child med, watch them swallow, ask child to show you their mouth/under tongue
_____assure med cart is locked, assure med room door is locked behind you
_____unlock med cart
_____use hand sanitizer between each child’s med pass
_____unlock controlled med box and with a 2nd person do controlled substance count.
_____verify rights of medication administration
_____document medications were given

3. Medication administration Dos and DONTs. Mark each as DO or NOT
____ Click GIVE for all kids at one time
____ Pass meds by memory
____ Pass meds to one child at a time
____ Give food with controlled substance if not at meal time
____ Call nurse with question or when there are less than 5 pills available
____ Prepare all meds ahead of time
____ Check each child mouth for cheeking
4. List the indication for each medication found on Jasper mountain Standing orders.
Ibuprofen______________
Loratadine_____________
Honey________________
Phenylephedrine____________
Miralax____________________
Calamine Lotion_______________
Nix______________________
Hydrocortisone cream 1%____________
5. Put in order procedure for sending medications on home visit with a child.(1-5)
___ Fill out envelope with____________, ______, ______, _________, ________
___Place each medication in separate envelopes
___Determine Length of visit
___Fill out Medication Released for Pass, sign and have person taking meds sign
___ Lay out Pill envelope for each medication
6. List at least 2 reasons you would contact the nurse.
a.
b.
7. What extra precautions are taken with controlled medications?
______________________________________________________________________
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